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who has access to the encryption key 01? the answer to this question will vary from
environment to environment. within the physical environment, the encryption key 01 would
only be accessed by one or more authorized users, and those individuals would need to have
the encryption key 01's password to decrypt the content. within the virtual environment, the
encryption key 01 would be used by all users of the environment. it is important to note that
the encryption key 01 can only be utilized to decrypt content that was protected using
encryption key 01. any other encryption key would be invalid. the encryption key is created and
stored on the key management server. the key manager creates the encryption key through
the use of a cryptographically secure random bit generator and stores the key, along with all its
attributes, into the key storage database. cloud key manager is a newer solution that uses
containers as the data containers for a key manager. these containers are secure in the sense
that if they are not tampered with, your keys never leave the container. a container is a
physical or virtual instance of a product that has been secured with an hsm or other encryption
device, or a product that has been secured with a device that relies on data protection software
in that container. for example, a kms can be created in a vmware virtual environment, the data
container for the kms can be in an amazon ec2 instance, and the device for the kms can be a
ksm in an azure virtual instance. cloud key manager is currently available as a microsoft azure
and aws instance that supports the creation and use of aws key managers. the instantiated
container is hosted in an amazon ec2 instance or an azure virtual machine and run on a
dedicated pool of resources from either the aws or the azure marketplace. the aws instance
also runs the same encryption device that your data is stored in that you want to access.
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if a key is no longer in use or if it has somehow been compromised, an administrator can
choose to delete the key entirely from the key storage database of the encryption key

manager. the key manager will remove it and all its instances, or just certain instances,
completely and make the recovery of that key impossible (other than through a restore from a

backup image). this should be available as an option if sensitive data is compromised in its
encrypted state. if the key is deleted, the compromised data will be completely secure and

unrecoverable since it would be impossible to recreate the encryption key for that data. the key
manager works on a master to client basis, so there is little cpu overhead when a client key is

created. because the keys are stored in the encryption key manager in a cryptographically
secure fashion, there is no impact to the overall performance of your server. if the key manager
is the only thing running on your server, it should perform as if it was not there. converting an
encryption key manager to a virtual instance is a two-step process. first, the keys need to be

moved to a secure storage location. second, the encryption key manager need to be converted
to a virtual instance. in this guide, we will walk through the steps of doing both. the first thing
that you need to do is move the keys out of the encryption key manager's master key storage
database and into the secure storage location. the master key database cannot be accessed

directly; it is only available to the encryption key manager on a master-to-client basis.
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